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Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
�:ي���� ا+*()�� ه& %$#"� آ "#$�� 5(ت .&، ت01#/( .& ا+-".  ا+���Aب ?<ا ا+0ا=$#� و %( ب;$اش ب8اف %6 آ 

��*A% H+& أF & ا+D#0E. ورززاتI $�J+و?$ ا ،D#0E+ا & Fأ &+A% 6% H Kو أ Lا+$ دا+& %6 تA+ا L%NN L6 ت�آ(#" 
� بV�U آ(#"� .& ا+�0Pب، T(دي )*Q F L R ا+ P(ت أ+& آ(#"�6 تL، . ا+A Eح-W+ &=)% )( أ)W+A1"آ ،�P+ &ح هA E+ا

� أ)P+ ،ت)-W +ا NNN �P+ )W+ لA1"آ ) &% NNN Y�V Eت L R**ه& آ Q*? &+)#و 5$ة د NNN Y�V Eت ،�V E+ا L R*�د#(+& آ $+A+ا
�، ا+"(س ب([�6، ب([�6 ذوك ا+*#$�V�1(+�$ د#(+LW، ذوك آ()& )�E& تL، و?$ ا+;(+L أF 0a`ش؟ ? 6%�U %(=& بV(ل ا+

A#$+ا &. Lه$"F 6�])ك + $ار و بA b#و د cب A/?0# AP/�ش آAJ/ �*6 %( آ�ب([ ،LW+)#ر دA#$+آ(#6 +/01 .& ا LW+)#ر د
Y#0وVت H*��I وا?$ +/(س AJ/ �آ )(أ d/ "ل أ+& آ)Vب . Y#0وVت H*��I ل وا?$ ا+ *(م، ا+ *(م)Vب Y#0وVل ت)Vب

I NNN H�. و H�. و fVR 8ار ب#gاh�1F H*�� . T نAR�آ H آ )W1"F &. ،)W5و &. h�1;+ $?و ت$#0 و HJ/ *0ا ت��j و ه<ا +
�1E�;�+ H*��I و h�1; 0 ب%)F H آ H $ و . آ�ه<و %6 ا+*1(+ &E�ب([& آ*AEف +;�`ت ت. L�A+ LW=(م، +A=(م NNN %& آ*"

 &T NNN و LW+)#ة د)�V+ا k% l%$""و ت LW;% نAR"آ )(أ Q*? ش)ب Y#0وVت d/ "0ج تb"0ات %& ت�تQ*? L أ)( ب;$ ا+
�E& %6 دار ( &"na H�+ $P+ا &"na fKA"ارآ$+ . gو &Eآ(ن ) &T و �R��بV�Y ا+-$ة د#(+& %;0و.� تL .& آ 

LW 0ان آ�ا+- $"F AE�( )"na H�+ $P+ا ،&-# � o);+( . =& %6 ا�ب A/?0�ا+$ار، آ fa$( 0�T �ب(+*�0، أول ?(5
. ىA50b و )$A a و?$ ا+$ار و?$ ا0a)و T�0 آ"na &+)J"& . و ا+�(آ �آ�;Ap)& ا+*�0 %6 ب;$ آ�ApV +�( أت(ي 
� ب(+-"(ن���="( هL ا+-"(ن؟ هA ا+-0دة آ F )W(%0ة ب(ل آ*ARن 0saاء و آ�ARن .�W( . ب(ش %;0و.� F(ود ت()& آ 

&E+و ذاك ا f%0+)ب NNN ب LW ت آ)/sW+؟ اH*��I ذوك ،�  . ا+"fb و ا+Aاد و آ*AE.& ذوك ا+-/(ل ب(+%0 
  
 

English translation: 

 
Y: The other city is Goulmima city. Goulmima is located in the south, near Errachidia 
and it is not very far from Ouarzazate. My father is from there and he is originally from 
Mulay Ali Chrif, which is named after a man called Mulay Ali Chrif. There, they have 
Echlouh, which is a language. I would say it is a language, not just a dialect. I will talk 
later on about the languages and dialects that exist in Morocco. So, it [Echlouh] is a 
language, I would call it a language. My father speaks Chilha – Tachelhit and my 
grandmother also used to talk Tachelhit. When I visit there, I find it as another world. 
Why so? It is because it is not like Mohammedia; the people there still hold to their 
traditions. They like to welcome you and take you into their houses. They still raise cows 
at home. They don’t dress like I dress; they wear a type of clothing called tahrouit. 
Tahrouit is like a scarf… it is like a shawl, but a black shawl and it has beads. The 
woman wears it and she puts necklace of beads on her neck; it is very thick and full of 
beads and it is called lemeshka. It is part of their traditions. You still also see that the 
women have tattoos. Whenever I go there, and if I want to go out, I would wear tahrouit 
so that I, too, feel part of their daily life. And when I arrive there, the following day I 
would have to go visit people, house to house. This is because my grandmother is well-
known there in Goulmima and whenever I arrive or some family member comes to visit, 
the following day we have to visit all the neighbors. When I come to their houses, they 
welcome me and give me dates. The first thing they give me is dates, and then they give 
me tea and food. Immediately, I have to go and visit another house and greet them, and 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


then go to another one. Goulmima is known for jnen and what are jnen? They are gardens 
filled with trees, very green and they have palm-trees, and usually a river runs through it. 
You could also see the mountains… they are more like dunes of sand. 
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